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There wasn’t much patrolman Stark could do all trussed up in the back of this truck—but at least 
he could make his “funeral” smell sweet! 

 

 
HE light was a mere flicker in the 
darkness shrouding the warehouse-
lined street. It showed faintly for but a 

moment, coming from the black maw of the 
alley ahead and across the brick-paved street. 
 Patrolman Lee Stark saw it, and 
muscles tightened in his chunky, blue-clad 
body. Moving fast in the thick darkness, he 
went along the cracked sidewalk and stopped 
beside the dark bulk of a telephone pole 
opposite the alley mouth. 
 The bright metal shield pinned to the 
left side of his blue uniform jacket glinted 
softly in the darkness. His right hand touched 
the butt of the Police Positive at his right hip. 
His wide-set gray eyes were glistening 
beneath the visor of his uniform cap, and his 
lips were pulled into a hard, straight line. 
 The light could have been the glow of 
a watchman’s flashlight. A few of the  

 
warehouses in the district had watchmen, but 
most of them did not. The Mandel warehouse, 
served by the alley, did have a watchman. 
 But the light could also mean that 
another warehouse in the district was being 
robbed. There had been three warehouse 
robberies in as many weeks and the 
newspapers were yelling for blood—cop 
blood. If another robbery occurred, the 
newspapers would get that blood—and some 
of it would be his! Someone would replace 
him, as he had replaced the former cop on this 
beat just four days ago! 
 Quickly, he left the pole and crossed 
the street. Reaching the opposite curb, he 
crossed the uneven sidewalk and stepped into 
the smothering darkness of the alley. The 
Police Positive was in his right fist, his service 
flashlight in his left. He did not turn the light 
on. Its bright eye would make a perfect target. 
 The narrow passage was unpaved, but 
heavily laden trucks had rolled and pounded 
the earth into something resembling 
pavement. Avoiding the high, rough center, he 
followed the left wheel track, moving slowly 
because of the darkness. To his right, he 
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sensed rather than saw the blank brick wall 
flanking the alley on that side. The left sleeve 
of his jacket brushed the wall on his left. 
Ahead, he could see the lighter, gray darkness 
in the form of a rough rectangle. He moved 
toward it, eyes and ears straining. 
 The flicker of light did not show again. 
He saw nothing but the gray rectangle ahead, 
heard nothing but the almost inaudible sound 
of his feet on packed earth, the thrum of pulse 
in his ears. 
 He reached the gray rectangle and saw 
that it was formed by a deep setback or court 
in the left wall of the alley. Open to the sky, 
the court allowed more light to enter the alley 
at that point. The space formed a deep loading 
space, for trucks could pull up into the alley, 
then back around into the space and to the 
warehouse loading platform across its far end. 
The loading platform was that of the Mandel 
warehouse. Even now, a huge truck-trailer 
unit was backed up to the loading platform. 
 Stark stood motionless, staring. 
 The time was after midnight. 
Legitimate truckers would hardly be here at 
this time of night, working in total darkness. 
No light came from the truck or from the 
loading platform behind it. But the truck could 
be parked here, waiting for the warehouse to 
open in the morning before— 
 
A FLICKER of light showed behind the truck, 
on the loading platform, and Stark’s lips 
flattened against his teeth. His chunky hands 
tightened on gun and flashlight. He heard a 
muffled, rolling sound, then a man’s hoarse 
voice reached him through the darkness. 
 “A few more loads, Mandel, and we’ll 
be ready to roll! I’ll have the boys—” 
 The hoarse voice faded. The flicker of 
light died on the loading platform. Something 
rolled across the platform and into the 
warehouse, coming from the truck. 
 Stark stood rigidly, his mind racing. 
 Mandel would be Kirby Mandel. 

Mandel handled cosmetics, toilet waters, 
perfumes and similar goods, all very 
expensive. But Mandel would hardly be here 
at midnight, supervising the loading of a truck 
in darkness. The answer was obvious—Kirby 
Mandel’s warehouse was being robbed, with 
Kirby Mandel’s knowledge and help! 
 Stark’s right fist tightened about the 
butt of his service gun. His gray eyes took on 
a hard, cold sheen. He moved into the deep 
loading court, intending to get closer to the 
truck and platform before making his presence 
known. 
 He made one step, then a foot scuffed 
on the packed earth behind him. He tried to 
spin around, swing his gun and flashlight. But 
even as he moved, a gun barrel whipped 
through the darkness in a vicious arc. He 
heard a man grunt with physical effort, and the 
swinging gun barrel caught him on the left 
side of the head, just above the ear. It drove 
his head over on his right shoulder and 
exploded hot, numbing pain in his skull. 
 The shock of the blow seemed to flash 
into every part of his chunky body, draining 
strength from his muscles. He felt his right fist 
open, felt the Police Positive slip from his 
fingers. The flashlight dropped from his left 
hand. His legs folded beneath him and he 
crashed to the packed earth. He wasn’t 
entirely unconscious, but everything was 
confused and hazy. He heard a man’s voice, 
coming from a distance: 
 “What’s the matter, Muggs?” 
 Another voice, above him, answered 
hoarsely: 
 “The cop on this beat, Roy. He 
sneaked into the alley a coupla minutes ago. I 
got him just right and slugged him. Now 
what?” 
 Stark tried to move, and couldn’t. 
Consciousness seemed to ebb and flow into 
his throbbing head like waves on a beach. 
Muggs, he knew dazedly, was the lookout 
stationed in the alley. Somehow he’d missed 
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Muggs in the darkness. 
 “Get him up here, Muggs.” Roy, on 
the platform, spoke savagely. “This would 
happen. Move fast, Chick. You and Mandel’ll 
have to move the stuff faster. We’ve got to get 
out of here, fast. Come on, Muggs. Get the 
copper up here and help move the stuff. 
Move!” 
 Rough hands pulled at Stark’s 
uniformed body and he tried to fight. He 
couldn’t. His muscles would not obey his will 
to move. He was lifted, and the movement 
doubled the pain in his head. Everything went 
black. 
 
THE next thing he knew, he was lying on the 
rough planking of the loading platform near 
the open doors of the big truck-trailer. A 
man’s tall, dark figure loomed over him. The 
man held a gun in his right fist. 
 Three other men were wheeling 
rubber-tired hand trucks from the warehouse, 
across the platform and into the big trailer. 
The hand trucks were loaded with piled 
cartons and boxes on the trip into the trailer, 
and were empty when they returned to the 
warehouse. Each of the men held a small 
flashlight to light his way. 
 Stark kept his eyes slitted and watched 
the man over him, the others. He scarcely 
breathed. 
 The hand trucks made trip after trip, 
then stopped. Muggs came out of the 
warehouse and stopped near the tall man. 
 “Okay, Roy,” he said hoarsely. 
“Mandel says that’s all the high-priced stuff, 
and the trailer’s about full. What about the 
cop? Do we bust him and leave him here—
with the other?” 
 “No, you fool!” Roy cursed. “We haul 
him to the drop shed, along with the 
watchman. We drop the load there, then ditch 
the watchman and the cop in the next county. 
They won’t be found for a few days. In the 
meantime, we have a chance to get clear.” 

 “But—but there was to be no k-kill-
ing, Anders.” Kirby Mandel came out on the 
platform. In the glow of Anders’ flashlight, he 
was a short, fat ball of a man in a gray suit and 
hat. His small, dark eyes were bright with fear, 
his round face pasty. “I can’t become involved 
in anything connected with m-murder, Anders. 
I—I’ll have to get out and—“ 
 “That won’t go, Mandel.” Roy Anders’ 
voice was harsh. “You’re in to stay. You’ll 
burn just like Muggs, Chick or me if we’re 
caught. We’ll see that you do. Muggs, tie that 
copper up and toss him in the trailer. Mandel, 
you’re going to bump the cop at the drop 
shed! With a killing around your neck, you 
can’t step out, see?” 
 “No! No!” The fat warehouse owner’s 
voice was shrill with horror. “I—I can’t! I—” 
 “It’s that, or maybe we ditch three 
stiffs in the next county!” Roy Anders 
snapped. The gun in his right hand winked 
bluely in the flashlight glow. 
 Kirby Mandel’s short, fat body 
stiffened. He moaned. 
 “I—I—I’ll do it!” he whimpered. 
“I’ll—” 
 “I thought you’d see it our way, 
Mandel, old boy.” Roy Anders laughed 
shortly. “Okay. Let’s get going.” 
 
MUGGS took short lengths of rope from the 
trailer and moved along the loading platform 
toward Stark. Knowing he could not hope to 
fight the three men unarmed and in a semi-
unconscious condition Stark let himself go 
entirely limp. He did not resist at all as Muggs 
bound his wrists and ankles. 
 He was carried to the trailer and 
dumped on the floor. The doors slammed shut 
and were fastened. He heard the truck motor 
start and the big unit moved away from the 
loading platform of the Mandel warehouse. It 
twisted into the alley, lurched out into the 
brick paved street. Within a few minutes, its 
ten tires were rolling on smooth pavement, 
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speeding toward the drop shed which Anders 
had mentioned. When it stopped, Stark knew, 
Death would be waiting for him, unless— 
 Wincing as the movement made his 
head hurt, he squirmed himself into a sitting 
position, bracing his bound hands behind him 
on the trailer floor. The floor, he discovered, 
was of wood, protected by spaced iron straps 
screwed down to the planking. He groped 
around in the darkness, hoping to find a 
broken iron strap, a protruding screw, 
anything to help him free his wrists. 
 His fingers touched the base of a stack 
of cartons. The trailer, he knew, was well 
loaded, leaving a narrow space between the 
stacked load and the closed rear doors. The 
stacked cartons and boxes would contain 
expensive perfumes, toilet waters and other 
cosmetics. Mandel was going to “lose” several 
thousand dollars in the “robbery” tonight. The 
goods were probably covered by insurance. 
Mandel, Roy Anders and Chick would collect 
twice—the insurance and whatever they 
received for the “stolen” goods. 
 Squirming, swearing, Stark kept 
feeling around in the darkness. His fingers 
found a man’s still body, and he started 
sweating. The man’s head had been crushed in 
by a terrific blow. He was dead. He was the 
Mandel warehouse watchman. Mandel had 
double-crossed his own employee and it was 
murder now. 
 Grimly, Stark felt around on the trailer 
floor. His fingers touched an irregularly round 
sheet-metal patch on the planking. Used 
apparently to cover a small hole through the 
floor, the patch had been struck by hand truck 
wheels until it was dished in. Its outer edges 
were lifted up a little from the floor planking, 
baring rough, sharp metal. Some of the nails 
holding the patch were half-drawn from the 
wood and loose. Grinning tightly into the total 
darkness of the trailer interior, Stark jammed 
the rope about his wrists against the sharp 
metal of the patch edge, rubbed the hemp 

strands against it. The strain of holding 
himself in the awkward position made him 
tremble, but he kept working. He grunted as a 
strand of the rope parted, worked harder. 
 
MOMENTS later, his hands were free. He 
freed the ropes from his ankles. 
 The trailer was moving swiftly along 
the highway now. Stark could hear the 
whoosh of passing cars, an occasional horn 
blast. 
 Scrambling to his feet, he groped 
around in the darkness with his outstretched 
hands. To his left were the stacked cartons and 
boxes of the trailer’s load. They filled the 
forward end of the trailer. To his right were 
the closed rear doors of the trailer. 
 Swaying with the movement of the big 
unit, he felt over the inside surface of the 
closed door, hoping to find some way to 
release the outer latch. But the inside of the 
doors was entirely smooth. 
 A faint, screaming wail sounded 
outside, swept closer. It came alongside the 
trailer, and he knew it was the siren of a 
highway patrol car. 
 Yelling as loudly as he could, he 
pounded on the trailer doors with his fists, 
hoping to make enough noise to attract the 
attention of the patrolmen in the car. But the 
siren wail sped past and was gone. 
 Swearing with disappointment, he 
groped his way back to the metal patch on the 
trailer floor and worked at it with chunky 
fingers. The nails holding the patch to the 
wood were fairly loose and rusty. 
 Moments later, he succeeded in prying 
the patch from the trailer floor, and discovered 
a hole about three inches in diameter through 
the floor planking. Through the hole came the 
dull rumble of the truck motor, ten tires rolling 
on pavement, exhaust tainted air, and dust. A 
car passed the speeding trailer, and Stark saw 
the glow of its lights on the pavement 
streaking past below him. 
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 Scowling, he stared through the hole. 
 If he had his gun, he could fire through 
the hole and attract attention. But he did not 
have his gun. He had nothing but his two fists, 
the metal patch and a few rusty nails, the 
stacked cartons in the trailer. 
 He stiffened and grunted softly as a 
strange, wild plan flashed into his mind. His 
gray eyes seemed to glow in the darkness. 
 The highway was patrolled. The siren 
indicated that. He could use that fact, the hole 
in the trailer floor, and the stacked cartons 
from Mandel’s warehouse! 
 Grinning into the darkness, he groped 
for the stacked cartons. His chunky fingers 
tore a carton open, felt the tops of bottles. . . . 
 
THE trailer moved slower. Stark felt it turn to 
the right and bump off the edge of the 
pavement. It rolled slowly over rough earth, 
then stopped, moved backward in a cramped 
turn. The truck motor echoed hollowly in an 
enclosed space. Then the motor was switched 
off. 
 They had reached the drop shed. 
 Stark heard the truck doors open and 
close. He heard Muggs, Roy Anders, Chick 
and Kirby Mandel talking as they moved 
along the side of the trailer toward the rear 
doors. 
 Grimly, he waited for the rear door 
latch to open. Hinges squealed as the doors 
were thrown back—but no light came into the 
trailer through the open doors. A stacked 
carton wall had plugged the end of the trailer, 
dosing the door opening. Stark had shifted the 
cartons and built the wall before the truck 
stopped. 
 Grinning, he stood behind the wall, 
four opened cartons well within his reach. He 
held two ornate bottles taken from one of the 
cartons in his fists. Several empty cartons 
were stacked off to one side, near the body of 
the dead warehouse watchman. 
 He heard Roy Anders say: 

 “Hey! The load’s shifted! It’s slid back 
and plugged the—” 
 Roy Anders cursed savagely. 
 “No. it ain’t the load shifted! It’s the 
copper! He got loose, piled the stuff back here 
to keep us out! Come on, Muggs, Mandel, 
Chick! Tear that stack down and get that 
copper! Move fast!” 
 Stark hefted the two bottles in his 
hands as the cartons started shifting in the wall 
across the rear of the trailer. He heard Roy 
Anders still cursing. 
 A carton was pulled out of the wall, 
leaving a square opening through which 
yellow light streamed. Stark saw the interior 
of a building through the opening, and knew 
he was in the drop shed. Hundreds of boxes, 
crates and cartons were stacked across the far 
end of the shed, and he knew they were loot 
from other warehouse robberies. He knew that 
Roy Anders, Chick and Muggs had robbed 
other warehouses! 
 Another carton was pulled from the 
wall across the rear end of the trailer and he 
saw Muggs’ broad face. Quickly, he flung the 
bottle in his right hand, shifted the second 
bottle from his left and threw it too. 
 The first bottle flew through the 
opening, moving fast. It hit Muggs squarely in 
the face and knocked him away from the 
opening. The second bottle arched through the 
opening, hit the shed floor and burst. The 
smell of lilacs became very strong. The bottle 
had contained lilac toilet water. 
 Stark bent, pulled more bottles from 
the opened cartons about him, tossed them 
through the opening in the stacked carton wall 
across the end of the trailer. He heard the 
bottles smash on the shed floor. The smell of 
lilacs became almost overpoweringly strong in 
the air. Stark threw more bottles, and his nose 
wrinkled as the smell became sickeningly 
strong. 
 “Get that copper out of the trailer!” 
Roy Anders was raging outside. “Get him!” 
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 Chick’s face appeared in the opening 
in the carton wall, and Stark flung more 
bottles, taking them from the opened cartons 
nearby. A bottle hit Chick in the face, burst, 
and he disappeared, howling. The smell of 
trailing arbutus mingled with the lilac reek in 
the air. 
 Stark grinned broadly. His nose was 
wrinkled. 
 
ROY ANDERS’ right fist appeared in the 
opening. It held an automatic. The gun roared 
twice, the double explosion almost bursting 
Stark’s eardrums. But Anders was shooting 
wildly and both slugs missed, tearing past 
Stark to smash into the stacked cartons at the 
front of the trailer. The interior of the trailer 
started smelling strongly of roses and cordite. 
The combination was nauseating. 
 Stark flung a bottle at Roy Anders’ 
hand, and hit the gun. The bottle smashed on 
the metal and the smell of violets mingled 
with the other smells. Roy Anders’ right hand 
disappeared, still holding the gun, but 
streaming blood and toilet water. Roy Anders 
was screaming with pain and fury. 
 Stark kept throwing bottles out through 
the hole in the stacked carton wall across the 
rear of the trailer. Every one of the bottles 
were bursting on the shed floor. The mingled 
smell of flowers blocked out the reek of 
cordite, blocked out everything else. The 
smell grew in intensity until it seemed to have 
weight and thickness. Stark was scowling, and 
trying to breathe as little as he could. 
 Kirby Mandel was screaming: 
 “Stop him, somebody! He’s breaking 
hundreds of dollars in perfumes and toilet 
waters! Stop him, Anders, Chick, Muggs! 
Stop him!” 
 Mandel’s round face appeared in the 
wall opening, and Stark took several quick 
steps. 
 He banged a bottle of toilet water 
across Mandel’s round skull, as the fat 

warehouse owner tried to crawl through the 
opening. Mandel howled, twisted frantically, 
and a dozen cartons tumbled from the stacked 
wall. Mandel fell with them, crashing to the 
shed floor at the rear of the trailer. Mandel, 
half buried beneath the filled cartons on the 
shed floor, started screaming for help at the 
top of his voice. 
 Through the larger opening in the wall, 
Stark could see Muggs, huddled in a sitting 
position on the shed floor some distance from 
the trailer. Muggs had both hands up to his 
face and blood was dripping through his 
fingers. Chick, nearby, was moaning and 
trying to stop the bleeding from a cheek laid 
open by a bursting toilet water bottle. The air 
was heavy with the mingled perfume of many 
flowers. 
 Roy Anders was about eight feet from 
the rear of the trailer, standing. He was 
shaking his glass-slashed, perfume soaked 
right hand. His smeared gun was in his left 
hand. He was swearing savagely. 
 Stark threw two bottles of toilet water 
at Chick, and the man howled again. He 
turned and ran toward the other end of the 
shed, dropping his gun on the floor as he ran. 
 Roy Anders yelled. He brought the gun 
in his left hand up, aiming at Stark in the 
trailer. 
 Stark threw two bottles of toilet water 
as hard as he could, and grinned as the first hit 
Anders in the stomach. Roy Anders fired at 
the same time, but the slug hit the rafters of 
the shed building, bringing down splinters and 
dirt. The second bottle hit Anders in the face, 
knocked him flat on the floor. He did not drop 
his gun. 
 Lee Stark scrambled from the trailer, a 
bottle in each hand, and ran toward Anders. 
 
THE tall man fired again, wildly, and the slug 
gashed paint on the side of the trailer behind 
Stark. Then Stark was within reach of Anders. 
He knocked the gun from Anders’ left hand 
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with a swinging bottle, grunted as the glass 
container burst and showered both him and 
Anders with violet toilet water. Anders spat 
blood, tried to scramble to his feet, and Stark 
hit him over the head with the other bottle. 
The bottle did not break. 
 Anders went limp and Stark faced 
Chick, at the other end of the shed. Chick put 
both hands over his head and started 
chattering wildly. Blood was streaming from 
his face. 
 “I didn’t have nothing to do with it! 
Roy killed the watchman! Mandel didn’t want 
him to do it, but he did! Muggs slugged you! I 
didn’t know there was to be killing! We didn’t 
kill anybody robbing the other warehouses! 
I—” 
 Lee Stark recovered Roy Anders’ gun. 
It dripped toilet water as he held it. 
 He heard brakes squeal outside the 
shed. Two uniformed highway patrolmen 
came into the shed, guns in hand, eyes wary. 
Both were scowling. Kirby Mandel, still half 
covered by the cartons which had fallen from 
the wall, was moaning. 
 “This is the bunch that robbed all of 
the warehouses in town,” Lee Stark explained 
to the patrolmen. “The stuff from the other 
robberies is stacked in the shed. The stuff 
from the Mandel job is in the trailer—what’s 
left of it. Some of the robberies were inside 

jobs, like the Mandel warehouse tonight, but 
all of that can be ironed out later. This 
bunch—” 
 “Yeah. Yeah.” One of the patrolmen 
growled. His broad nose was wrinkled. “But 
how come all the smell?” 
 “Oh, that.” Patrolman Lee Stark 
grinned broadly. “I tore a metal patch off the 
trailer floor, opened a few cartons, and 
dropped bottles of perfume and toilet water 
through the hole. They broke on the pavement. 
I knew the highway was patrolled. I thought 
the broken bottles and the perfumes would 
make a trail, and—” 
 “And how!” The patrolman’s nose 
wrinkled more. “The highway for three miles 
back smelled like twenty beauty parlors—and 
then some! Roses, lilacs, violets—everything. 
Mack and me were patrolling the highway, ran 
into the smells, the busted bottles. We 
followed the trail they made to this joint. Then 
we heard the yelling and shooting in here. You 
sure made a trail to—” 
 “A trail to murder.” Patrolman Lee 
Stark stopped grinning. His gray eyes were 
grim. “The Mandel warehouse watchman was 
murdered tonight. His body is in the trailer. 
Anders, Chick, Muggs and Mandel are going 
to pay plenty for that. They’ll follow a trail to 
the electric chair!” 

 


